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ABSTRACT

A number of metal-rich white dwarfs (WDs) are known to host compact, dense particle disks, which are thought
to be responsible for metal pollution of these stars. In many such systems, the inner radii of disks inferred from
their spectra are so close to the WD that particles directly exposed to starlight must be heated above 1500 K
and are expected to be unstable against sublimation. To reconcile this expectation with observations, we explore
particle sublimation in H-poor debris disks around WDs. We show that because of the high metal vapor pressure
the characteristic sublimation temperature in these disks is 300–400 K higher than in their protoplanetary analogs,
allowing particles to survive at higher temperatures. We then look at the structure of the inner edges of debris disks
and show that they should generically feature superheated inner rims directly exposed to starlight with temperatures
reaching 2500–3500 K. Particles migrating through the rim toward the WD (and rapidly sublimating) shield the
disk behind them from strong stellar heating, making the survival of solids possible close to the WD. Our model
agrees well with observations of WD+disk systems provided that disk particles are composed of Si-rich material
such as olivine, and have sizes in the range ∼0.03–30 cm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

About two dozen (at the moment of writing) white dwarfs
(WDs) are known to exhibit near-IR excesses in their spec-
tra (e.g., Zuckerman & Becklin 1987; Kilic et al. 2005, 2006;
Jura et al. 2009; Farihi et al. 2009). This is usually interpreted
(Graham et al. 1990; Jura 2003a, 2006; Farihi et al. 2009) as
evidence for the existence of nearby solid debris reprocessing
stellar radiation in the IR. Detailed spectral modeling of excesses
generally supports the idea that debris particles are arranged in
a disk-like configuration, which is optically thick but geometri-
cally very thin,2 thus having properties very similar to the rings
of Saturn (Cuzzi et al. 2010). These disks are relatively compact,
�1 R�, excluding the possibility of a primordial origin because
of the long cooling ages of the WDs around which they are
found, ∼0.1–1 Gyr. It was proposed by Jura (2003b), following
an earlier suggestion by Alcock et al. (1986), that these disks are
produced by tidal disruption of asteroid-like bodies launched
on low-periastron orbits by distant massive planets (Debes &
Sigurdsson 2002), which have survived the asymptotic giant
branch phase of the evolution of the central star.

All WDs possessing compact debris disks exhibit atmo-
spheres that are polluted (sometimes heavily) with metals,
putting these WDs into the DAZ and DBZ classes (Farihi
2011). This observation strongly suggests that many (if not all)
metal-rich WDs are polluted by accretion of high-Z elements
from the compact debris disks around them. In cases where
near-IR observations do not reveal the presence of a conspicuous
disk of solids, the disk may simply be too tenuous to reprocess
enough stellar radiation to make itself visible. Alternatively, the
disk of solids may have dispersed some time ago but the metals
can still be present in the WD atmosphere because of their long
settling time (Metzger et al. 2012).

1 Sloan Fellow.
2 Some exceptions are also known such as HD233517, the spectrum of which
is better fitted by invoking a flared disk (Jura 2003a), or GD56, which is better
fitted by a warped disk (Jura et al. 2009).

In this scenario of WD metal pollution (which is certainly
valid for systems with known disks) the issue of metal transfer
onto the WD surface must be addressed, as the disk of solids
cannot extend inward all the way to the stellar surface at
R�. Because of the high effective temperature of these WDs,
T� ∼ (7–20)×103 K, solids must sublimate at some inner radius
Rin producing metal gas, which is subsequently accreted onto
the WD via a conventional accretion disk. The existence of inner
cavities in disks of solid debris follows directly from the shape
of their spectral energy distributions (SEDs), which generally
show a lack of emission corresponding to temperatures in excess
of ∼2000 K.

It has been shown by Rafikov (2011a) and Bochkarev &
Rafikov (2011) that Poynting–Robertson (PR) drag on the disk
of particles naturally drives accretion of solids at rates ṀZ ∼
107–108 g s−1. Their sublimation feeds metal gas accretion onto
the WD surface at the same rate. Even higher ṀZ can be
achieved if the disk of solids can couple via aerodynamic drag
to the surrounding gaseous disk (Gänsicke et al. 2006, 2007;
Brinkworth et al. 2009; Melis et al. 2010), which naturally forms
via sublimation of particles at Rin (Rafikov 2011b; Metzger et al.
2012).

1.1. Inner Rim Puzzle

Existing debris disk models used to fit SEDs try to link
the radius of the inner edge of the disk Rin to a certain
value of the “sublimation temperature” Ts, which depends on
physical properties of the constituent particles. In these models,
particles sublimate at radii where their temperature T exceeds the
sublimation temperature Ts, and the inner radius Rin corresponds
to T (Rin) = Ts . Then the determination of Rin hinges upon the
proper choice of Ts and the knowledge of a relation between T
and r.

The characteristic value of Ts usually assumed for disks
around WDs is 1300–1500 K. This is a typical sublima-
tion temperature for the Si-rich solids, such as olivine or
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the inner rim structure and surface density
distribution in its vicinity in the optically thick (τ � 1) case. The shaded part
of the disk heated to Tin � Ts receives starlight only at the surface, at grazing
incidence angle ζ . Particles in the inner, unshaded part are directly illuminated
by the star and are heated to Trim � Ts . Radial width L of this exposed rim is
determined by Equation (16).

calcium-aluminum inclusions (CAIs) based on Lodders (2003)
who calculated condensation temperatures of different species
in the proto-solar disk assuming solar abundances of elements.
There is good evidence that Si-rich material indeed represents
a significant fraction of mass in the debris disks around WDs,
both from the detections of the Si feature at 10 μm in spectra
of such disks (Jura et al. 2009) and the atmospheric composi-
tions of their host WDs (Zuckerman et al. 2007; Klein et al.
2010, 2011; Jura et al. 2012). However, as we show in Section 2
this estimate of Ts needs to be seriously revised for the typical
conditions in circum-WD debris disks.

There is certain ambiguity regarding the equilibrium temper-
ature of the disk particles. In Appendix A, we consider their
thermal balance by looking at different heating and cooling pro-
cesses, and find stellar heating and radiative cooling of particles
to dominate the balance. In this case, particles directly exposed
to starlight or located in the optically thin parts of the disk are
heated to a temperature

Tthin(r) ≈ T�

(
R�

2r

)1/2

. (1)

In particular, this estimate is appropriate for particles at the
inner edge of the optically thick disk because these are directly
illuminated by the star. However, behind the narrow rim of
directly exposed particles the disk is illuminated by starlight
only at its surface at a grazing incidence angle ζ ≈ (4/3π )R�/r
(Friedjung 1985) for a geometrically thin (i.e., flat) disk.
This is because of the shielding that is provided by the rim
particles against direct starlight for the disk just outside the
rim; see Figure 1 for illustration. The equilibrium temperature
of particles in the optically thick parts of the disk is given by
(Chiang & Goldreich 1997)

Tthick(r) = T�

(
2

3π

)1/4 (
R�

r

)3/4

. (2)

This expression is valid in the shielded parts of the disk where
the near-IR emission is produced.

The assumption that particles sublimate at a single tem-
perature Ts implies that directly exposed rim particles can-
not be hotter than Ts (Rafikov 2011a, 2011b). However, using
Equation (1) to estimate T (r) at the inner edge of the disk and
taking Ts ≈ 1500 K one finds that the near-IR contribution to
the SED produced by the disk is too weak to account for ob-
servations. Indeed, combining Equations (1) and (2) one finds

Tthick =
(

16

3π

)1/4

Tthin

(
Tthin

T�

)1/2

. (3)

Thus, when Tthin is close to the sublimation temperature the
temperature Tthick in the shielded part of the disk must be
substantially lower than Ts (since necessarily Tthin < T�). For
example, taking T� = 104 K and Tthin(Rin) = Ts = 1500 K one
finds Tthick(Rin) ≈ 660 K. As a result, the SED of such a disk is
going to be very deficient of the near-IR flux corresponding to
emission at temperatures �1300–1500 K. However, disk SEDs
typically exhibit considerable emission by material heated in
excess of 1000 K, see Table 2. This is hard to reconcile with
only the inner rim of the disk being heated to Ts.

It should be mentioned that the SEDs of protoplanetary disks
around young stars often exhibit enhancement of the near-IR flux
produced by a layer of “superheated” μ-sized dust grains near
the disk surface (Chiang & Goldreich 1997). Higher temperature
of these grains is caused by their different emissivity in the
visible and IR. The same mechanism would not help explain
near-IR excesses in the circum-WD disks, simply because
equilibrium particle temperature cannot exceed Ts, irrespective
of the details of their heating/cooling.

Jura & Xu (2012) suggested that the problem of near-IR flux
can be resolved if the inner edge of the disk is set by sublimation
occurring in the optically thick part of the disk illuminated by
the star at grazing incidence, rather than in the thin inner rim of
directly exposed particles. This is equivalent to determining the
value of Rin by using expression (2) instead of (1) in equation
T (Rin) = Ts . If that were true, however, then the temperature at
the inner rim must be higher than Ts (see Equation (3)) and rim
particles would be sublimating, exposing the particles behind
them to direct starlight. As a result, the inner rim would recede
to a larger distance from the WD until it reaches the radius
where Tthin = Ts , so we go back to the previously considered
situation with its intrinsic problems. Only this configuration is
going to be in stable phase equilibrium as long as sublimation is
idealized as a step-like process, i.e., that particles turn into gas
as soon as they reach Ts. Such an equilibrium was assumed in
Rafikov (2011a, 2011b) to determine Rin.

This set of conflicting arguments suggests that our under-
standing of the location and structure of the inner rim is in some
ways incomplete. The goal of the present work is to fill these
gaps and to provide a more detailed picture of the sublimation
of solids at the inner edge of the disk by focusing on two ef-
fects. First, in Section 2 we show that sublimation in hydrogen-
poor debris disks around WDs is different from sublimation in
the proto-solar disk resulting in Ts being higher than 1500 K.
Second, we show in Section 3 that particle sublimation at the
inner rim of an optically thick disk is a dynamic process, which
makes it possible for the rim particles to reach temperatures
in excess of Ts before sublimating. In Section 4 we look at
sublimation in optically thin disks. We apply our theory to ob-
served disk-hosting WDs in Section 5, and discuss our findings
in Section 6. A summary of our main results can be found in
Section 7.
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2. SPECIFICS OF SUBLIMATION
IN THE CIRCUM-WD DISKS

Solid particles of certain composition surrounded by vapor
with the same elemental abundance grow by condensation of
molecules or atoms arriving at their surfaces from the gas phase
and lose mass due to sublimation. For a particle of mass mp and
surface area Sp surrounded by vapor at pressure Pvap one can
write the following mass evolution equation (Guhathakurta &
Draine 1989):

dmp

dt
= Sp

[
〈α〉Pvap

(
μ

2πkBT

)1/2

− ṁ(T )

]
. (4)

where μ is the mean molecular weight of the particle material.
Here, the first term in brackets describes condensation (〈α〉
is the accommodation coefficient—sticking probability of gas
particles impacting the solid surface), while the second term
characterizes sublimation from the particle surface (ṁ is the
mass loss rate per unit surface area due to sublimation).

When the vapor pressure becomes equal to the saturated
vapor pressure P sat

vap(T ) at a given temperature T, the equilib-
rium between the loss and gain processes is established and
dmp/dt = 0. This allows us to express

ṁ(T ) = 〈α〉P sat
vap(T )

(
μ

2πkBT

)1/2

. (5)

The concept of sublimation temperature Ts implies the pro-
cess of phase transition from solid to gas to occur in a step-like
fashion. At T = Ts the vapor saturates and an infinitesimal in-
crease of temperature leads to slow (quasi-static) conversion of
solid into gas. Then one can again assume dmp/dt → 0 and the
right-hand side of Equation (4) then provides us with an implicit
relation for Ts as a function of the vapor pressure Pvap, as long
as the dependence ṁ(T ) is known.

Considerations based on the Clausius–Clapeyron relation
suggest that

P sat
vap(T ) ∝ T βe−T0/T , (6)

where the constants β and T0 are specific to a particular particle
composition. Since the strongest dependence of P sat

vap on T occurs
through the exponential factor, the power-law dependence on
T in Equation (5) can be absorbed into the (approximately)
constant pre-factor, so that ṁ(T ) is approximated as

ṁ(T ) = 〈α〉K0e
−T0/T , (7)

where K0 is a constant. This is the form of ṁ(T ) that we adopt
in this work.

In the following, we will consider a number of different
materials that can represent the composition of disk particles.
We summarize the parameters K0 and T0 for different species
considered in this work in Table 1, and provide details of their
calculation in Appendix B.

Setting the left-hand side of Equation (4) to zero and using ṁ
in the form (7) we obtain the (implicit) dependence of Ts on the
vapor pressure:

Ts(Pvap) = T0 (ln Λs)
−1 , (8)

Λs = K0

Pvap

(
2πkTs

μ

)1/2

, (9)

Table 1
Sublimation Properties of Different Materials

Material K0 T0 μ Tsub(1 dyne cm−2)
(g−1 cm−2 s−1) (K) (mp) (K)

Olivine 1.6 × 109 68100 141 2100
Graphite 9.2 × 107 81200 12 2600
CAI 1.1 × 1010 69400 274 2000
Iron 2.3 × 107 45400 56 1600
Al2O3 8 × 109 80500 102 2300
SiC 6 × 108 73700 40 2300

with Λs 
 1. According to this expression Ts is higher for larger
Pvap, even though the dependence is rather weak (logarithmic).

The vapor pressure in the gas around the rim can be easily
estimated if the disks consist of particles with identical com-
position. In general this does not have to be true but we still
adopt this assumption for simplicity. Then metals detected in
the WD atmosphere come from accretion of this material in
the gas phase, and the measurement of the corresponding mass
accretion rate

ṀZ = 3πνΣg (10)

(where ν = ανc
2
s /Ω is the kinematic viscosity, αν is the effective

viscosity parameter, Ω is the Keplerian angular frequency, and
cs and Σg are the sound speed and the surface density of the gas)
provides an estimate of the vapor pressure:

Pvap ≈ ṀZΩ2

3πανcs

≈ 0.5 dyne cm−2 ṀZ,8M�,1

αν,−2cs,1

(
0.2 R�

r

)3

. (11)

Here ṀZ,8 ≡ ṀZ/(108 g s−1), M�,1 ≡ M�/M�, αν,−2 ≡
αν/10−2, and cs,1 ≡ cs/(1 km s−1) is the characteristic value
of the sound speed for Si-rich material heated to temperature of
several 103 K. According to Equation (11) Pvap ∼ 1 dyne cm−2

for ṀZ ∼ 108 g s−1, which is a characteristic mass accretion
rate of metals due to the PR drag (Rafikov 2011a). It should
also be mentioned that a number of metal-rich WDs with
debris disks exhibit much higher values of ṀZ , easily reaching
109–1010 g s−1. In these systems Pvap ∼ 10–100 dyne cm−2

should be typical.
In Table 1, we show the values of Ts computed from

Equation (8) for different materials assuming Pvap = 1 dyne
cm−2. One can see that these values are considerably higher
than the conventional estimate Ts ∼ 1500 K often used in
modeling debris disk SEDs. The explanation for this puzzling
difference lies in the fact that the canonical estimate is based
on the work of Lodders (2003) which explicitly assumes a solar
composition gas in equilibrium with sublimating particles to
compute Ts. Even though a total pressure of 100 dyne cm−2

is assumed in that work the vapor pressure Pvap of high-Z
species is going to be much lower in protoplanetary disks
because of the low abundance of such elements compared to
H, which contributes most to the total pressure. For example, in
Lodders (2003) iron was assumed to have an abundance (by
number, with respect to H) of 3.4×10−5, which results in vapor
pressure of atomic Fe of 3.4 × 10−3 dyne cm−2 (assuming that
molecular H has dissociated and the total pressure in the gas is
100 dyne cm−2). Using Equation (8) we then find Ts ≈ 1300 K
instead of 1600 K typical for a debris disk around a WD, if
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Table 2
Properties of Disk-hosting WDs Used in This Work

Name SpT M� R� T� log10 Ṁ Gas Disk Tin Trim C� Ref.
(M�) (R�) (K) (g s−1) Detected (K) (K) (CGS)

GD 16 DAZB 0.59 0.014 11500 8.0 1300a 2460 21.0 1
GD 133 DAZ 0.59 0.014 12200 8.5 1200 2380 19.9 1,2
GD 40 DBZ 0.59 0.013 15200 9.9 1200 2560 17.1 1
GD 56 DAZ 0.60 0.015 14200 8.5 1700 3160 20.3 1,2
J1228+1040 DAZ 0.77 0.011 22020 9.3 Yes 1670 3610 19.0 3,4
PG1015+161 DAZ 0.61 0.014 19300 9.3 1200 2770 19.0 1,2
Ton345 DBZ 0.70 0.010 18600 9.4 Yes 1500 3180 18.4 5,6,7
SDSS1043+0855 DAZ 0.66 0.012 17900 9.0 Yes 1400 3000 19.4 8
G29−38 DAZ 0.62 0.013 11700 8.7 1200 2350 19.3 1,9,10
GD 362 DAZB 0.73 0.013 10500 10.4 1200 2260 15.2 1,9,11
SDSS0959 DAZ 0.64 0.012 13280 7.9 1600 2970 21.3 12
SDSS1221 DAZ 0.73 0.011 12250 7.7 1400 2640 21.6 12
SDSS1557 DAZ 0.42 0.018 22810 8.8 1400 3250 20.8 12
GD 61 DBZ 0.71 0.011 17280 8.81 1300 2820 19.7 13,14
J0738+1835 DBZ 0.84 0.010 13950 11.11 Yes 1600 3020 13.9 16
HE 0110−5630 DBAZ 0.71 0.012 19200 8.4 1000 2450 20.9 17,18
HE 1349−2305 DBAZ 0.67 0.012 18200 8.7 1700 3430 20.1 17,18

Notes.
a These numbers were calculated in this paper.
References. (1) Farihi et al. 2009; (2) Jura et al. 2007a; (3) Brinkworth et al. 2009; (4) Gänsicke et al. 2006; (5) Farihi et al. 2010;
(6) Melis et al. 2010; (7) Gänsicke et al. 2008; (8) Brinkworth et al. 2012; (9) Farihi et al. 2008; (10) Zuckerman et al. 2003; (11)
Zuckerman et al. 2007; (12) Farihi et al. 2012; (13) Farihi et al. 2011; (14) Jura & Xu 2012; (15) Kilic et al. 2012; (16) Dufour et al.
2012; (17) Girven et al. 2012; (18) Koester et al. 2005.

the latter were composed of pure Fe and had a total pressure
(equal to the Fe vapor pressure) of 1 dyne cm−2. A similar or
even larger difference with the canonical estimate of Ts arises
for other elements listed in Table 1.

A deficiency of volatile components (H and He) and high
relative abundance of metals (can easily be as high as unity)
in the gaseous phase of the debris disks around WDs naturally
results in high values of the (quasi-static) sublimation tempera-
ture Ts in these systems. This goes in the direction of alleviating
the puzzle of high temperatures of solid particles inferred from
the SED modeling for these objects. However, it does not fully
resolve this problem because in the simple model of sublima-
tion Ts is still reached only in the inner rim of the disk, i.e.,
Ts = Tthin(rrim). The temperature in the bulk of the disk just
behind the rim is again much lower than Ts: for T� = 104 K
and Ts = 2100 K as typical for olivines (see Table 1) one finds
using Equation (3) that Tthick(rrim) ≈ 1100 K, which is clearly
not enough to reproduce the short-wavelength portion of the
observed SED in many WD+disk systems, see Table 2.

In the following section, we provide a complete solution to
this puzzle by considering particle sublimation in more detail.

3. INNER EDGE STRUCTURE IN
THE OPTICALLY THICK DISK

We now present a simple physical model for the structure of
the inner rim of the disk, the inner part of which is optically
thick, see Figure 1: the vertical optical depth of such a disk

τ ≡ 3

4

Σ
ρa

(12)

(a and ρ are the particle radius and bulk density, Σ is the surface
density of the disk of solids) is larger than unity. This implies that
the disk absorbs all incident stellar radiation because its optical
depth to starlight (Rafikov 2011a) τ‖ ≡ τ/ζ 
 1. According

to Rafikov (2011b) and Metzger et al. (2012) such optically
thick inner regions are natural for massive debris disks in which
aerodynamic coupling to the surrounding gaseous disk is strong
enough to drive runaway accretion of metals onto the WD. In
this case, the particle surface density at Rin is high enough for
the inner disk to stay optically thick.

The key ingredients of our model are

1. the inward migration of particles across the rim region,
2. the shielding from starlight provided by the directly exposed

rim particles to particles further out, and
3. the dynamic regime of particle sublimation, as opposed to

the quasi-static situation explored previously.

Our primary goal here is to determine the temperature inside the
rim Trim and the distance Rin at which the disk gets truncated by
sublimation.

In the previous section, we assumed that particle sublimation
occurs at a single temperature Ts, so that particles cannot
exist in solid form at T > Ts . This, however, is not true
on time intervals shorter than the time it takes to completely
sublimate a particle. Using Equation (4), one can estimate
the instantaneous sublimation timescale as the time it takes to
completely sublimate a particle (neglecting condensation) at a
given temperature

ts(T ) ≡ mp

Spṁ(T )
. (13)

Sublimation should be considered as a dynamic (as opposed to
quasi-static as in the previous section) process whenever the
particle temperature changes on a timescale �ts(Ts).

When the temperature of a solid object is close to its
sublimation temperature Ts(Pvap) (for a given vapor pressure
Pvap, which at Ts should be equal to P sat

vap) Equations (5), (4),
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and (13) allow us to estimate

ts(Ts) ≈ a0ρ

3〈α〉Pvap

(
2πkBT

μ

)1/2

≈ 7 d
a0,1P1ρ1

〈α〉0.1μ
1/2
28

(
Ts

2000 K

)1/2

, (14)

(for a spherical particle of initial radius a0) where a0,1 ≡
a0/(1 cm), P1 ≡ Pvap/(1 dyne cm−2), ρ1 ≡ (1 g cm−3),
〈α〉0.1 ≡ 〈α〉/0.1, and μ28 ≡ μ/(28mp), as appropriate for
Si. Because of the rapid scaling of ṁ(T ) with T it is obvious
that ts(T ) is a very sensitive function of T, and ts(T )  ts(Ts)
even if T is just slightly higher than Ts.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, in the optically thick disk
particles just outside the rim are shielded from direct starlight
by the rim particles and their temperature is given by Tin =
Tthick(Rin), see Equation (2) and Figure 1. This is the highest
temperature that one would infer from fitting the flat optically
thick disk model to the SED. These shielded particles are cool
enough for sublimation not to be important—an assumption that
we check later.

Particles in the disk migrate inward due to PR drag or
aerodynamic coupling to the gaseous disk—this migration is
what ultimately gives rise to metal accretion onto the WD.
As particles enter the rim and get exposed to direct starlight
their temperature rapidly goes up to Trim = Tthin(Rin) � Tin
(the amount of energy required to heat the particle by several
hundred K is small compared to the heat of sublimation).
According to Equation (1) the inner rim of the optically thick
disk lies at

Rthick
in = R�

2

(
T�

Trim

)2

. (15)

The fact that particles in the rim are illuminated by virtually
unattenuated stellar radiation implies that the optical depth of
the rim to starlight in the radial direction

τ‖ ≈
∫ L

0
n(x) × πa2(x)dx ≈ 1, (16)

where L is the radial extent of the rim, x is the radial distance
away from the inner edge of the rim (i.e., the location where
all particles sublimate; rim corresponds to 0 < x < L), n(x)
is the volume number density of particles, and we assume the
particle cross section for starlight to be equal to the geometric
cross section πa2 (assuming spherical particles).

Since solids lose mass to sublimation while drifting through
the rim, particle radius a is a function of x; in particular
a(x = 0) = 0. The evolution of particle size due to sublimation
is described by the following simple equation:

d

dt

(
4π

3
ρa3

)
≈ −4πa2ṁ(Trim), (17)

which is a simplified version of Equation (4) in which con-
densation has been neglected. This is a reasonable assumption
because we will find later that the rim temperature Trim is sig-
nificantly higher than the quasi-static sublimation temperature
Ts(Pvap). In this case, the flux of molecules (or atoms) leaving
the particle surface is much higher than the flux of particles
arriving at it (for a given surrounding vapor pressure Pvap), so
that condensation can be neglected.

We assume that the disk outside the rim is composed of
particles of a single size a0 so that a(x = L) = a0. Introducing
vr ≡ dr/dt = dx/dt one can write da/dt = vrda/dx, so that
Equation (17) reduces to

da

dx
= ṁ(Trim)

ρvr (a, x)
. (18)

In general vr (a, x) is a function of both a and x, see, e.g.,
Equation (32) for the case of PR drag-driven accretion.

We will now assume that as particles pass through the rim
and sublimate, their number flux FN does not change (until
they fully sublimate) even though their mass flux varies because
their sizes go down as a result of sublimation. This assumption
amounts to neglecting the possibility of particle breaking or
merging during their travel through the rim. Indeed, the typical
relative shear velocity with which particles of size a0 collide in
the optically thick disk is about

Ωa0 ∼ 10−2 cm s−1M�,1a0,1

(
r

0.2 R�

)−3/2

, (19)

where Ω is the Keplerian frequency in the disk. Radial speed
with which particles move through the disk is given by
Equation (32) and is rather small (�0.1 cm s−1). Thus, mu-
tual collisions between centimeter-sized refractory particles are
not expected to result in fragmentation, and FN can be assumed
to be constant for the purposes of this calculation.

Introducing the vertical thickness of the disk h(x) one can
use the constancy of FN to express volume number density of
particles in the rim n(x) as

n(x) = FN

2πRin
× 1

vr (x)h(x)
. (20)

We can now express vr from Equation (18), plug it into
Equation (20) and substitute the resulting expression for n(x)
into the condition (16) to find that

FNρ

2Rinṁ(Trim)

∫ L

0

a2

h(x)

da

dx
dx ≈ 1. (21)

To proceed further we need to make explicit assumptions
regarding the behavior of h(x). Debris disks around WDs are
expected to be similar in properties to dense planetary rings
around Saturn. The latter have vertical thickness comparable
to the particle size, which is established by collisions between
particles. Thus, it may be natural to assume that h(x) ∼ a(x),
which upon plugging into Equation (21) and integrating with
the condition a(L) = a0 gives

FNρa2
0

4Rinṁ(Trim)
≈ 1. (22)

The mass accretion rate of metals onto the WD ṀZ is related to
FN via ṀZ = FN × (4π/3)ρa3

0 , so that Equation (22) ultimately
yields

ṁ(Trim) ≈ 3

8

ṀZ

2πRina0
. (23)

One can try another simple approximation for the behavior
of h(x), namely, assuming that h ∼ a0 = const. In this case,
one again recovers condition (23) with a factor of 1/4 instead of
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3/8. This similarity of results suggests that for any reasonable
assumption regarding the behavior of h(x), the condition

ṁ(Trim) ≈ ζ
ṀZ

Rina0
, (24)

with ζ ∼ 0.05–0.1 must be satisfied in the rim.
Equation (24) is the condition that determines the value of the

inner rim temperature Trim (or, equivalently, the inner radius Rin)
once the explicit form of ṁ(Trim) is specified. Given that 2πRina0
is the area of the inner rim as seen from the WD, Equation (24)
suggests a simple physical interpretation: the disk is truncated
at the distance Rin, where the full rate of sublimation from the
area of its inner rim facing the star (∼2πRina0) roughly matches
the metal accretion rate through the disk ṀZ .

By taking da ∼ a0, dx ∼ L in Equation (18) we estimate
the time tcross it takes particles to cross the rim (and sublimate):
tcross ∼ L/vr ∼ ρa0/ṁ(Trim). Using Equation (24) to express
ṁ(Trim) via ṀZ and Equation (15) for Rin we obtain

tcross ∼ ρa2
0R�

2ζṀZ

(
T�

Trim

)2

≈ 400 s
ρ1a

2
0,1R�,−2

ζ0.1ṀZ,8

(
T�/Trim

3

)2

, (25)

where R�,−2 ≡ R�/10−2 R�, ζ0.1 ≡ ζ/0.1. Interestingly, this
estimate is independent of the nature of the physical process
driving particle migration.

We now plug Rin expressed in terms of Trim via Equation (15)
into Equation (24) to find the following transcendental equation
for Trim only:

〈α〉K0e
−T0/Trim ≈ 2ζ

ṀZ

R�a0

(
Trim

T�

)2

, (26)

from which we find

Trim

T0
= (ln Λrim)−1 , (27)

Λrim = 〈α〉K0R�a0

2ζṀZ

(
T�

Trim

)2

, (28)

with Λrim 
 1. This result can be rewritten in the following
simple form amenable for iterative solution:

Trim

T0
=

[
C − 2 ln

Trim

T0

]−1

, (29)

C = ln

[
〈α〉K0R�a0

2ζṀZ

(
T�

T0

)2
]

≈ 18.6 + ln
〈α〉0.1R�,−2a0,1T

2
�,4

ζ0.1ṀZ,8
, (30)

where T�,4 ≡ T�/(104 K) and the numerical estimate in
Equation (30) is done for olivine (K0 = 1.6×109 g−1 cm−2 s−1,
T0 = 68, 100 K, see Table 1). Figure 2 shows the exact solu-
tion of Equation (27) for Trim/T0 as a function of C. This curve
is independent of the system parameters and particle proper-
ties (ṀZ , a0, composition), which are all absorbed into the
definition of C.

Figure 2. Solution of Equation (29) for the scaled temperature of the inner rim
Trim/T0 as a function of the dimensionless parameter C given by Equation (30)
which contains all information about the parameters of the system and particle
properties.

Using Equations (8), (11), and (25) it can be trivially shown
that

Λs

Λrim
= ts

tcross
. (31)

As a result, when the time tcross it takes for a particle to cross the
rim is shorter than the sublimation timescale ts one finds that
Λs 
 Λrim and Trim � Ts . This illustrates our expectation that in
the case of dynamical sublimation the temperature of particles
can be higher than the quasi-static sublimation temperature Ts
given by Equation (8).

For example, for the fiducial values of parameters adopted
in Equation (30) one finds for olivine C = 18.6 and Trim ≈
0.04T0 ≈ 2700 K, while according to Table 1 olivine has
Ts ≈ 2100. The inner edge of the disk in this case is located
very close to the WD surface, at Rin ≈ 7R�, see Equation (15).

At the same time, just behind the rim the disk temperature
is Tin = Tthick(Rin) ≈ 1600 K < Ts for T� = 104 K, see
Equation (3). This verifies our previous assumption of relatively
low particle temperature (i.e., Tin < Ts) just behind the rim,
justifying the disregard of particle sublimation in this region.
On the other hand, this value of Tin is clearly high enough for
the disk to produce enough near-IR emission corresponding to
T ∼ 1500 K in agreement with observations.

Equation (31) also emphasizes the necessity of particle
accretion for maintaining the superheated inner rim: if ṀZ → 0
then according to Equation (25) tcross → ∞ and the hot inner
rim does not exist.

4. SUBLIMATION RADII IN DISKS WITH OPTICALLY
THIN (τ‖ � 1) INNER REGIONS

We now look at the case of a disk, the inner part of which
is optically thin for incident stellar radiation, i.e., τ‖ � 1, see
Figure 3. As demonstrated by Bochkarev & Rafikov (2011) such
situation naturally arises for a low mass disk, which starts with
τ‖ � 1 everywhere, or for a moderately massive disk, which has
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WD

τ

1

r

Tin=Ts

Rin +in=RR1 Δr

Rin r~Rin

ζ

Δ

)(R1ζ

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the inner rim structure and the surface
density distribution in its vicinity in the optically thin (τ‖ � 1) inner disk. The
inner optically thin part of the disk (unshaded) is directly illuminated by the star
over a broad range of radii Δr ∼ Rin. The optically thick part (shaded) starts at
R1 = Rin + Δr . Compare with Figure 1.

not gone through the runaway accretion phase. In the latter case,
as shown in Bochkarev & Rafikov (2011), an optically thin tail
of solid material with τ‖ ∼ 1 (or τ ∼ ζ  1) naturally develops
as an inward extension of the optically thick part of the disk
under the action of the PR drag.

Particles in such optically thin tail are directly exposed to
starlight, meaning that their equilibrium temperature is given by
Equation (1). Also, Rafikov (2011b) and Metzger et al. (2012)
have shown that the dynamics of these optically thin regions,
including the radial drift of particles, is determined primarily by
PR drag. Then the radial migration speed is just

vr,PR = 3

8π

L�

ρa0c2

1

r
≈ 0.04 cm s−1 L�,−3

ρ1a0,1

0.2 R�
r

, (32)

where L�,−3 ≡ L/(10−3 L�). The characteristic timescale
tPR ≡ r/vr,PR on which the particle distance and temperature
vary under the action of the PR drag is then

tPR = 8π

3

ρa0c
2

L�

r2 ≈ 104 yr
ρ1a0,1

L�,−3

(
r

0.2 R�

)2

. (33)

Since tPR is much longer than the sublimation timescale ts
given by Equation (13) it is clear that in the optically thin
disks sublimation must be occurring in a quasi-static fashion:
particles slowly drift inward under the action of the PR drag
and their temperature steadily rises. At some radius Rthin

in their
temperature reaches Ts, and particles turn into metal gas on a
(short) sublimation timescale ts. That means that the inner edge
of the optically thin disk is set by the condition Tthin(Rthin

in ) = Ts ,
with Ts given by Equation (8). Thus,

Rthin
in = R�

2

(
T�

Ts

)2

. (34)

In particular, according to Table 1 we need to take Ts ≈ 2100 K
for olivine, which when plugged in the Equation (34) yields
Rin ≈ 11R� for T� = 104 K. This is about 60% further from the
star that in the case of an optically thick disk; see Section 3.

Figure 4. Comparison of observed WD+disk properties with theoretical
predictions in C� − Trim space (C� is defined by Equation (36)). Theoretical
Trim(C�) curves computed for different particle compositions are labeled on the
plot. Their calculation assumes a0 = 1 cm particles, ζ = 0.1, and 〈α〉 = 0.1.
Note that most of the observed systems are consistent with particles being made
of Si-bearing materials, such as olivine or CAI.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

5. APPLICATION TO OBSERVED SYSTEMS

We now apply ideas developed in Section 3 to a sample
of observed WDs with debris disks. We start by rewriting
expression (30) for C as

C = C� + Cp, (35)

C� ≡ ln

[
R�T

2
�

ṀZ

]
, Cp ≡ ln

[ 〈α〉K0a0

2ζT 2
0

]
. (36)

Here C� is a parameter, which depends only on measurable
properties of the system—WD radius, effective temperature, and
metal accretion rate. All parameters characterizing the particle
properties—K0, a0, etc.—are absorbed into Cp. Assuming a
particular composition of particles and a value of particle radius
a0 fixes Cp and allows one to obtain a theoretical relation
between Trim and C� using Equations (27), (35), and (36). By
looking at different particle compositions one can compare the
corresponding theoretical Trim(C�) curves with the properties of
observed systems.

Such comparison requires the knowledge of R�, T�, ṀZ ,
which we take from the literature. One also needs to know
Trim for each of the WD+disk systems, and we derive this
parameter as Tthin from Equation (3), in which we use Tin—the
innermost disk temperature inferred from the SED fitting—for
Tthick. We use the values of Tin determined in the literature when
available, and we provide our own fits otherwise. The summary
of WD+disk parameters used in our comparison with theory is
provided in Table 2.

In Figure 4, we show theoretical Trim(C�) curves for different
particle compositions. In our calculations we always assume
a0 = 1 cm particles, 〈α〉 = 0.1, and ζ = 0.1 (all dimensional
quantities are expressed in CGS units). We also plot the locations
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of observed systems from Table 2 in C� − Trim space with
hexagons.

As expected, very refractory particles made of graphite, SiC,
and Al2O3 are characterized by considerably higher values of
theoretical Trim (for the same C�) than if they were to have more
volatile compositions, e.g., were made of iron. The difference
in Trim can easily exceed 103 K.

The vast majority of observed systems lies in between the two
extremes determined by the iron and graphite. It is clear from
this plot that the pure graphite composition is not acceptable
for particles in the observed WD+disk systems—all of them
are below the corresponding theoretical curve. Also, only a
handful of systems lie close to the theoretical Trim(C�) curve
for iron. The majority of observed WD+disk systems tend
to gravitate toward Trim(C�) curves computed for CAI and
olivine-like compositions. At the same time about a third of
the systems in the upper right corner of the figure are consistent
with more refractory compositions such as SiC or Al2O3.

When comparing characteristics of observed systems with
theoretical predictions for Trim(C�), a couple of issues have to
be kept in mind. First, observational determination of parameters
of the WD+disk systems is prone to errors. This is not so
serious for the determination of T�, which is typically quite
accurate, or R�, which does not span a large range anyway.
However, the determination of ṀZ from the data depends on the
unknown composition of the parent body that formed the disk,
and may have large error bars. On the other hand, C� depends
on these characteristics only logarithmically, so that even large
uncertainties in these parameters would result in a relatively
small horizontal shift of observational points in Figure 4.

The uncertainty in measuring Trim is much more serious. This
is because the determination of Tin relies on fitting the flat disk
model to the SED, and Tin can be highly degenerate with other
parameters, such as the disk inclination (Girven et al. 2012).
Also, according to Equation (3) Trim ∝ T

2/3
in , so that the errors

in determination of Tin from SED directly propagate into the
uncertainty in Trim. As a result, observational data points in
Figure 4 can have significant vertical error bars.

Another thing to keep in mind is that when computing the
theoretical Trim(C�) curves we make certain assumptions about
particle properties, such as their size a0 or accommodation
coefficient 〈α〉. Variation of these parameters from their adopted
values affects the value of Cp and causes horizontal shift
of the Trim(C�) curves. For example, increasing the value of
accommodation coefficient 〈α〉 from 0.1 to 1 displaces the
theoretical curves to the left by ΔC� = 2.3. This would put
observational data points in better agreement with the more
refractory particle compositions.

6. DISCUSSION

The physical model for the inner rim structure in the optically
thick case presented in Section 3 naturally allows us to explain
the high inner disk temperatures Tin inferred from the SEDs of
debris disks around some WDs. The existence of a narrow inner
rim of the disk heated to a temperature Trim above the quasi-
static sublimation temperature Ts (see Equation (8)) is the key
ingredient of the model.

The radial width of the inner rim L can be estimated by
multiplying the time to cross it tcross by the velocity vr,PR, given
by Equations (25) and (32) correspondingly:

L ∼ 10 cm
a0,1R�,−2L�,−3

ζ0.1ṀZ,8

(
0.2 AU

Rin

)
. (37)

Figure 5. Spectra of debris disks with optically thick and optically thin inner
regions. All models feature optically thick regions with τ = 10, which extend
from Rout = R� to Rthick

in in the optically thick case and to r = R1 (indicated
in the panel) in the models with optically thin tails. Inside R1 tails have
τ = ζ (R1)  1. Stellar parameters are indicated on the panel. See the text
for more details.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Thus, one typically finds the width of the inner rim to be ∼10
particle radii.

Note that the radial speed of particles in massive disks can
be affected by aerodynamic coupling between the particulate
and gaseous disks, and in consequence deviate from vr,PR.
Nevertheless, Equation (37) serves as a reasonable order of
magnitude estimate of L and clearly demonstrates that L  Rin.
As a result, the contribution of the hot inner rim to the SED of
the debris disk is completely negligible, and its spectrum is
determined only by emission from the parts of the disk located
behind the rim.

Our results in Sections 3 and 4 allow us to address the
differences in spectra of disks with optically thick or thin inner
regions. In Figure 5 we show several spectra produced by disks
around a T� = 104 K, R� = 0.01 R� WD located 10 pc away
from us, and inclined with respect to our line of sight with
cos i = 0.5. The model, which is optically thick everywhere,
has constant optical depth τ = 10 and extends from the outer
radius Rout = R� to Rthick

in ≈ 7R� given by Equation (15).
Models with optically thin tails also have constant optical depth
τ = 10 between Rout = R� and some intermediate radius R1,
which is different for each model. Inside of R1 we assume an
optically thin tail with constant τ = ζ (R1) (or τ‖ = r/R1) to
extend from R1 down to Rthin

in ≈ 11R� given by Equation (34).
This is the characteristic distribution of τ in the inner optically
thin tails of the disks evolving under the action of the PR drag;
see Bochkarev & Rafikov (2011).

One can see that the disk which is optically thick everywhere
produces more flux. This is expected because disks with opti-
cally thin tails do not extend as far inward, and are inefficient
at absorbing and re-radiating in regions interior to r = R1. The
spectral shape is also different, in part because particles in the
optically thin tail are hotter than particles in the optically thick
tail at the same radius. This may allow one to diagnose the
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presence of an inner optically thin tail using just the disk SED.
Such optically thin tails may be expected in systems character-
ized by ṀZ ∼ 108 g s−1, i.e., close to the value provided by PR
drag alone. In the runaway scenario of Metzger et al. (2012),
one expects systems with higher ṀZ to be evolving due to aero-
dynamic coupling with the gaseous disk, in which case the disk
is optically thick all the way down to Rthick

in .
Comparison of our theory with characteristics of observed

WD+debris disk systems shows that in general (barring the un-
certainties related to measurement errors and poorly constrained
modeling parameters) properties of these systems are consistent
with Si-rich particle composition. In other words, we find that
CAI- or olivine-like compositions of particles are in reasonable
agreement with the locations of the inner rims in the majority
of observed disk-hosting systems.

This result reinforces previous conclusions about the Si-rich
nature of the accreted material based on different and indepen-
dent lines of evidence. In particular (and most importantly),
direct measurements of the metal abundances in the WD at-
mospheres show that the composition of accreted material is
consistent with that of the inner solar system bodies, which
are known to be Si-rich (Zuckerman et al. 2007; Klein et al.
2010, 2011; Jura et al. 2012). These measurements also demon-
strate the accreted bodies to be carbon-poor (Jura 2006), which
is again consistent with our results—essentially none of the
observed WD+disk systems lie close to the C-based curve in
Figure 4. Additional evidence in favor of Si-rich particle com-
position comes from the measurement of 10 μm bump in debris
disk spectra obtained with Spitzer IRS (Jura et al. 2007b, 2009).
This feature is usually interpreted as being produced by the
μm-size silicate particles.

Using these independent lines of evidence supporting the
Si-rich nature of the debris disk constituents we may approach
our findings from a different perspective. In particular, by
postulating disk particles to be Si-rich we can put constraint
on their sizes. Results presented in Figure 4 do a reasonably
good job at reproducing characteristics of observed systems
by assuming a = 1 cm particles. Varying a would displace the
theoretical curves horizontally and they would remain consistent
with observations only within a certain range of particle sizes.
Figure 6 illustrates this variation of the Trim − C� relation; one
can easily infer from it that particle sizes should lie within the
range a = 0.03–30 cm. Otherwise the properties of the inner
disk rims in the majority of the observed systems will not be
consistent with our theoretical calculations.

Interestingly, this range of particle sizes is consistent with
other indirect measurements of a reported in the literature. In
particular, Graham et al. (1990) found a � 10 cm based on
the variability of the reprocessed IR emission of disk particles.
Metzger et al. (2012) found a � several cm to provide the
best fit to the runaway picture of the disk evolution. Finally,
Saturn rings, which are thought to be rather close in properties
to circum-WD debris disks, are also predominantly composed
of 1–100 cm particles (Cuzzi et al. 2010).

Our model naturally explains the presence of solid particles
even around hot WDs, with T� ≈ 20,000 K, e.g., J1228+1040
and SDSS1557. Conventional theory finds it difficult to account
for such systems. Indeed, Equation (1) predicts that around T� =
20,000 K, R� = 0.015 R� WD directly illuminated particles
must have a temperature of 1700 K at the tidal radius of ∼R�.
This is significantly higher than the sublimation temperature
of 1300–1500 K usually assumed based on protoplanetary disk
studies (Lodders 2003). Our calculations first show that in fact

Figure 6. Effect of varying the particle radius a on the theoretical Trim − C�

dependence for olivine and comparison with observational data.

the sublimation temperature Ts can easily be higher than 1700 K,
see Table 1, which guarantees the survival of even the optically
thin disks with directly exposed particles within tidal radii of hot
WDs. Second, in the optically thick case, shielding of the disk
by the inner rim particles allows Rin to be as small as 0.3 R�
(for R� = 10−2 R�, and keeping all other parameters equal to
their values in Equation (30)).

Our present calculations were designed to demonstrate the
main qualitative features of the inner rim structure and thus
made a number of simplifying assumptions. One of them is the
single size of particles in the disk, while in reality a distribution
of particle sizes should be present. We expect that in this case
the value of a in the definition (36) of Cp would be replaced with
some properly weighted average of the particle size distribution,
but the main results would not change.

Another simplification is the assumed single chemical com-
position of all particles. If the disk contains particles of different
compositions, with different K0 and T0, then one may expect
a “multi-rim” structure to form, in which different chemical
species sublimate at different radii. In this case, the inner radius
of the disk would be determined by the properties of the most
refractory particles in the disk that survive at the closest sepa-
ration from the WD. Observations of the inner disk properties
(i.e., Tin) would then be sensitive to characteristics of only this
particular particle population (as long as the disk is optically
thick everywhere).

7. SUMMARY

We explored the structure of the inner parts of compact debris
disks around WDs with the goal of resolving the “inner rim
puzzle”—the difficulty with reconciling the high inner disk
temperatures inferred from the SED with the material properties
of putative constituent particles. We first show that because of
the much higher vapor pressure of metals in these hydrogen-
poor disks compared to the hydrogen-rich protoplanetary disks,
the quasi-static sublimation temperature Ts of different species
in circum-WD disks is typically 300–400 K higher than in their
conventional protoplanetary analogs. This revised value of Ts
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determines the (smaller than was thought before) value of the
inner radius for the optically thin disks, given by Equations (8)
and (34).

We demonstrate that optically thick circum-WD disks fea-
ture narrow inner rims, which are superheated above Ts.
This allows inner disk radii in such systems, described by
Equations (15), (27), and (28), to lie quite close to the WD, easily
at separations ∼10R�. The main physical ingredients needed for
the existence of such superheated inner rim are (1) accretion of
particles through the disk, which can be easily maintained at the
necessary level by PR drag, (2) shielding of particles behind the
rim from starlight by the rim particles, and (3) dynamic nature
of the sublimation process inside the hot rim. The combination
of these ingredients naturally allows particles to reach tempera-
tures of order 1600–1700 K just behind the rim, which is needed
to explain the SEDs of some systems. Particles inside the rim
are heated to 2500–3500 K and undergo rapid sublimation as
they migrate in. Using this model we can naturally explain the
existence of particulate debris disks even around hot WDs, with
effective temperature �20,000 K.

We compare our predictions with existing observations of the
WD+disk systems. We find that properties of particles in debris
disks are consistent with Si-rich composition, such as olivine or
CAI-like material. Very refractory (such as graphite) or more
volatile (such as iron) compositions are clearly disfavored by
this comparison. Assuming that circum-WD disks are indeed
composed of Si-rich particles we constrain typical particle size
to lie roughly between 0.03 and 30 cm, in agreement with other
indirect evidence for centimeter-size objects in such disks.

The authors thank Bruce Draine and Michael Jura for
stimulating discussions. The financial support for this work
is provided by the Sloan Foundation and NASA via grant
NNX08AH87G.

APPENDIX A

THERMAL BALANCE IN THE DISK OF SOLIDS

Grains in the inner rim are being heated and cooled by four
processes: (1) heating by starlight, (2) heating by gas, (3) cooling
by thermal radiation from particle surfaces, and (4) removal
of thermal energy by sublimating atoms/molecules. All these
processes scale linearly with the surface area of the particles. As
a result, the temperature of grains directly exposed to starlight
(assuming full absorption of the incoming radiation) is implicitly
given as a function of the distance from the WD by the following
formula (Podolak 2010):

1

4
σT 4

�

(
R�

r

)2

+ Qgas = σT 4 + Qsub, (A1)

Qsub = ṁ(T )Lsub, Qgas = ρgcs

2μ
εkB(Tgas − T ), (A2)

where Lsub is the specific heat of sublimation of the particle
material, ε is the efficiency of heat exchange between gas and
particles, and ρg is the gas density.

Using Equation (10) we can estimate Σg ≈ ṀZ/(3πν) so that

ρg = ΣgΩ
cs

= ṀZΩ2

3πανc3
s

. (A3)

This allows us to compare the contribution of gas heating Qgas
with stellar irradiation Q� (first term in the left-hand side of

Equation (A1)):

Qgas

Q�

≈ 2ε

3π

GM�ṀZ

ανrR2
�σT 4

�

(
1 − T

Tgas

)

∼ 10−4 εṀZ,8M�,1

αν,−2T
4
�,4R

2
�,−2

(
r

0.2R�

)−1

. (A4)

Therefore, gas heating is typically unimportant for the thermal
balance of particles compared to heating by starlight, in contrast
to the conclusion reached by Jura et al. (2007b), who looked
at conduction in gas phase as the means to lower particle
temperature. This difference is predominantly caused by the
high gas density (∼102 times higher than in Equation (A3))
used in Jura et al. (2007b).

Using prescription (7) with 〈α〉 = 0.1 and the typical (for
olivine) value of Lsub = 3.2 × 1010 erg g−1 from Kimura
et al. (2002) we can also estimate the relative contribution of
sublimation to the cooling of particles by evaluating Qsub/σT 4.
We find this ratio to be about unity for particles heated to
≈3400 K. At T = 3000 K, the ratio of the energy loss by
sublimation to radiative cooling rate is about 0.1. Thus, for
WD+disk systems with Trim � 3000 K one can safely neglect
Qsub in Equation (A1). Then the thermal balance everywhere
in the disk is determined by the equilibrium between stellar
heating and radiative cooling only, which provides justification
for using Equations (1) and (2) in this work. This assumption is
good for the majority of observed systems shown in Figure 4,
and even for a handful of systems with Trim ≈ 3000–3500 our
theoretical curves should still be at least qualitatively correct.

APPENDIX B

DATA ON THE MASS SUBLIMATION RATES

Here, we present the details on the derivation of mass
sublimation rates for different elements shown in Table 1.

Olivines. Calculation of the vapor pressure for the olivine-like
silicate grains (e.g., Mg2SiO4) is complicated due to the fact
that these molecules do not exist in the gas phase. Nevertheless,
Guhathakurta & Draine (1989) suggest the following expression
for the (number) rate of Si sublimation from the olivine surface:
RSi ≈ 7 × 1030〈α〉 exp(−68, 100/T ) cm−2 s−1. The mass
sublimation rate of olivine is then given by μoliRSi, where
μoli = 141mp is the mean molecular weight of Mg2SiO4.

Graphite. For pure graphite, Guhathakurta & Draine (1989)
give the (number) rate of C sublimation from the graphite surface
of RC ≈ 4.6 × 1030〈α〉 exp(−81, 200/T ), which then allows us
to calculate K0 from the mass sublimation rate RCμC, where
μC = 12mp is the mean molecular weight of carbon.

CAI. Richter et al. (2007) consider evaporation of CAI-like
liquids and come up with the following (number) rate
of Si escaping a CAI-like surface: RSi ≈ 2.5 ×
1031〈α〉 exp(−69, 400/T ). Using gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7) as a
typical CAI-like material (mean molecular weight 274 mp) we
obtain sublimation parameters indicated in Table 1.

Iron. Zatisev et al. (2001) provide the data on the va-
por pressure of Fe: P Fe

vap = 2.8 × 1011 exp(−45, 400/T )
Pa for T ≈ 1800–1900 K. From these data we determine
the mass sublimation rate according to the formula ṁFe =
〈α〉P Fe

vap (μFe/2πkBT )1/2, where μFe ≈ 56mp and we take
T = 1600 K with the expectation that the thermophysical pa-
rameters of Fe remain roughly the same at this temperature.

SiC. Using the thermophysical data presented in Chase et al.
(1985) we derive the following fit to the behavior of the
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vapor pressure of Si above the SiC surface in the range T =
1800–3000 K: P Si

vap = 9 × 1013 exp(−73, 700/T ) dyne cm−2.
Since the surface loses C atoms in addition to Si we evaluate SiC
mass loss rate as ṁSiC = 〈α〉P Si

vap (μSiC/μSi) (μSi/2πkBT )1/2,
where μSiC = 40mp, μSi = 28mp and we take T = 2400 K.

Al2O3. For pure corundum (Al2O3) the basic reaction which
is thermodynamically most likely is Al2O3 → 2AlO + O (a
different reaction dominates for Al–Al2O3 mixture, see Brewer
& Searcy 1951). Using the data in Chase et al. (1985), we
find that the vapor pressure of O above the corundum surface
is P O

vap = 3.6 × 1014 exp(−80, 500/T ) dyne cm−2 for T =
1800–3000 K. Accounting for the mass of Al leaving the surface
together with O we arrive at the sublimation characteristics of
corundum presented in Table 1.
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